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Tempering spices, stir-frying and sautéing vegetables on a high flame are some things you would witness in every
Indian kitchen. While the crackling of mustard seeds and sizzling of chillies is a sweet melody to the ears, the fumes
resulting from these activities can irritate and distract you from the task at hand. So that you enjoy your entire time in
the kitchen without tearing up or constantly sneezing, Häfele brings to you TISCA 90 – a Filter-free Wall Mounted
Cookerhood from its in-house range of premium appliances. This well designed, highly efficient and low maintenance
cookerhood clears your kitchen of unwanted odours and leaves behind only the fresh aromas arising from your food!

Model TISCA 90

Article No. 539.80.313

Finish Black Glass

Motor 260 W

Control 3 Speed Control

Timer Function Yes

Smoke Panel Auto Open

Filters Filter-free

Noise Level 69 dB

Lighting LED

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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The Bigger, the Better! The Wide Smoke
Extraction Panel in TISCA 90 creates
minimal turbulence during intake of
fumes / smoke and consequently during
its outflow thus ensuring a minimal
smoke backflow. The panel is angled at
110°, which aids in locking grease and
smoke before they start spreading.

TISCA 90 is equipped with an Auto
Open Panel which opens by itself when
the cookerhood is switched on. This is
not only an ergonomic feature but also
effective in capturing maximum volume
of smoke before its dispersion.

The Oil Collector in TISCA 90 has a
capacity of 1.5 L needing occasional
cleaning. Heavy oil and grease from the
fumes hit the oil net and get
accumulated in the collector while the
lighter smoke is thrown out through the
duct.

The Nautilus Design of the impeller
housing in TISCA 90 helps in throwing
out large volumes of exhaust with the
least turbulence and noise, hence
preventing a backflow of smoke! The
angled turbo motor which faces the
smoke directly is more efficient in smoke
extraction than the turbo motors in
regular cooker hoods.

FEATURES

No Filters, No Clogging! The filter-free
technology in TISCA 90 provides relief
from the traditional problems of clogged
filters which need regular inspection and
cleaning. Your cookerhood thus works
efficiently for longer intervals of time.

Maximum Extraction in Less Time! The
cookerhood is powered by a 260 W
motor which extracts a huge volume of
smoke at the rate of 21 cubic meter per
minute (adequate for an average sized
Indian kitchen).

TISCA 90 has a Bridged Head Free
Design which combines the designs of
T-shaped and angled cookerhoods. This
cookerhood lines itself with your
cabinetry thus giving you additional wall
space to add midway systems.

The Highly Luminous LED Lights
illuminate the counter top of your hob
allowing you to check the progress of
your cooking without switching the
kitchen lights on.
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0 The smoke starts spreading after

reaching 54 cm from the point of cooking

The ideal distance from the hob to the
smoke extraction panel of the hood should
be less than 58 cm

Note: This installation height is only applicable for kitchens with electric stove, if 
installed above a gas stove, the installation height should be in accordance with 
the installation height requirements of gas stove.  

INSTALLATION
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